Instructions for Using the Planning System
to Generate a Planning Report for Your Client
Signing into Your Life Resource Planning Landing Page / Home Page
You will sign into your Life Resource Planning home page or landing page by using the shortcut
www.goLRP.com or copying and pasting the following URL in your browser address window
https://www.longtermcarelink.net/planning/landing.php. After signing in you will see the
page below with your name on it. This happens to be the page for Thomas Day. Instructions for
using this webpage are found in the training on the page as shown in the snippet below.

Options for Filling out the Questionnaire
The box you see on the right identifies 3 options for having clients fill
out the online questionnaires for Life Resource Planning or for
Retirement Planning. You see where this box is located from the
webpage snippet in the image above. Both systems are accessible
from the same landing page. There is also a fourth option not shown
here. We will discuss all 4 options below.
OPTION #1 for Filling out the Questionnaire

This option allows the planner to enter information into the form
that you see on the right. You enter the client’ s first name, the
client’s last name and the client’s email. The client then
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receives an message in his
or her email box as shown
on the next page.
This is the message that
opens in the client’s email
when you fill out the form
as indicated on the
previous page.
You may want to explain
to the client beforehand
that there are 2 planning
options available. The
first is the questionnaire
for a Life Resource
Survey. This planning
option is for children or
other supporters of aging
seniors to fill out –
Questionnaire #1. The 116
questions in this
questionnaire specifically
cover issues for aging
seniors and their families.
As part of the 2-for-1
marketing opportunity
with our system, you can
also do planning with
younger individuals who
are either children or
supporters of aging seniors
or who are in their middle
50s to middle 60s and are
preparing for or recently
retired. The question sets
in this Questionnaire #2
are directed towards
retirement issues and not
necessarily towards the
issues of aging seniors.
You also see here that your
client can also open a page
titled “Preview
Questionnaire #_before
Filling It out”where they
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can actually review the questions found in the questionnaire.
When the client clicks on the link “Open the Online Survey Questionnaire #_” the page below
will be a required feature on the client’s Internet browser. Hopefully the client has connected
hyperlinks in his or her email account to the browser that the client uses so that the online
questionnaire will come up. This Privacy Policy Notice is necessary to protect the interests of
the client as well as those of the Life Resource Planner.
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After checking the box that the user has read the Privacy Policy Notice, the page below comes up
on the browser. It is important for the planner to make sure the client understands that all of the
required fields in the form below are filled out. Of particular importance is choosing whether the
survey questionnaire is for a single person or a couple (has a spouse). One thing to remember
here is that the “client” is not necessarily the subject person addressed by the questionnaire. The
client could be a child, a relative or a supporter of an aging senior or senior couple for whom the
planning survey is being done. Clicking the button “Go to the Next Screen” will open the
appropriate questionnaire.
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OPTION #2 for Filling out the Questionnaire

Option #2 is also found on the LRP landing page as shown
on the right. This option allows the client access to either
the LRP Questionnaire or the Retirement Questionnaire
directly from his or her browser and bypasses the email
process described on the previous pages under Option #1.
The client will enter either of these alternative URLs in the
address window of his or her browser:
www.LRPsurvey.com or
www.longtermcarelink.net/planning/nonuser. After
entering either of these URLs in the browser address
window, the page below will appear on the browser. It is
important that this page is filled out correctly. The email
of the planner, which is the same email that the planner
provides as a user of the Life Resource Planning System
must be entered on this form. Without it, the planner does
not have access to the completed questionnaire and cannot
generate a planning survey report. Clicking on the button
“Login” will open the next page on the browser.
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After clicking the “Login” button shown on the form from the previous page, the form below
will come up on the client’s browser. This is the identical form that is generated using Option #1
where this form is sent to the client in an email. In this case, the form is generated online using
the client’ s Internet browser. The procedures using this form are the same as under Option #1.
Clicking on the appropriate questionnaire link on this form will also generate the same form as
found under Option #1 and is shown on the next page. Please note here that with this online
form, the Privacy Policy Notice is acknowledged by checking a box that the user has read that
notice. This is different from the approach under Option #1 where the notice comes up first.
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After checking the box that the user has read the Privacy Policy Notice and subsequently
choosing the appropriate questionnaire from the image on previous page 91, the webpage below
comes up on the browser. It is important for the planner to make sure the client understands that
all of the required fields in the form below are filled out. Of particular importance is choosing
whether the survey questionnaire is for a single person or a couple (has a spouse). One thing to
remember here is that the client is not necessarily the individual and/or spouse addressed by the
questionnaire. The client could be a child, a relative or a supporter of an aging senior or senior
couple for whom the planning survey is being done. Clicking the button “Go to the Next
Screen” will open the appropriate questionnaire – either for a single person or a couple.
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OPTION #3 – Fill out the the LRP
Survey Questionnaire or Retirement
Survey Questionnaire by Hand

The following two links are found
on the system landing page at
goLRP.com. Open the Life
Resource Survey Questionnaire
Paper Version (PDF) and Open the
Retirement Planning Survey
Questionnaire Paper Version
(PDF). Either of these links
produces a four-page printed
survey that is the paper version for
the online questionnaire for both
systems. The client completes this
form by hand and then gets it back
to the planner. The planner will
take this form and enter the
information into the online
questionnaire instead of having the
client do it himself or herself.
Sometimes this option is necessary
for those individuals who are
challenged by using computers and
by accessing online utilities.
OPTION #4 – Open the Online Survey Questionnaires from the Landing Page

The planner can also open his or her own blank online questionnaires from the system landing
page and assist the client directly in filling out either form. This could be done over the phone
with the planner asking the particular questions and filling out the online form for the client. Or
the client and planner could meet face-to-face to fill out the form together on a laptop at the
client’s home or other location or at the planner’s office. The oblong green buttons below – in
images taken from the landing page – go to the planner’s blank copy of either questionnaire.
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The Online Questionnaire As It Appears When Accessed by OPTIONS #1 or #2 or #3 or #4
Below are the first two sections of the online Life Resource Survey Questionnaire. There are 9
sections in total – each covering certain aspects of senior planning. Each section is opened either
from the “Go to Next” button or by actually clicking on the section bar; for example clicking on
the bar titled “Aging Seniors Spouse Personal and Contact Information.” By the way if the aging
senior is single, this spousal section will not come up on the browser.
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Sections 3 and 4 of the Online Life Resource Survey Questionnaire
Section 3 is information about the children of the aging senior for whom this questionnaire is
being answered. We discuss in the marketing instructions and planning instructions why this
information is so valuable. Notice that at this point all items on the questionnaire are numbered.
The first item starts at #16 which by the way is the 16th item from the start of the questionnaire.
In all, there are 116 text fields or check boxes in the entire questionnaire. It is quite
comprehensive. Section 4 begins at question #24 and helps to determine what the aging senior
and his or her spouse – if applicable – are anticipating for the remainder of their lives.
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Sections 5 and 6 of the Online Life Resource Survey Questionnaire
Section 5 is a continuation of the questions from Section 4 – Plans, Preparations and Goals.
There are 41 questions pertaining to these lifestyle issues which help determine the
recommendations that will eventually be produced by the system. Section 6 and Section 7 cover
questions pertaining to the need for long-term care or the future need for such care. These
questions also help determine the final recommendations from the survey report.
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Sections 7 and 8 of the Online Life Resource Survey Questionnaire
As mentioned on the previous page, Section 7 continues on with questions relating to the current
or future need of long-term care services. In all, there are 25 questions relating to this area that
help determine the recommendations in the final survey report. Section 8 requires filling in text
fields for income, assets and expenses for the individual and/or the spouse for which the report
will generated. This information is very important for the planner to determine
recommendations. The planner receives a copy of this information in the printed report.
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Section 9 of the Questionnaire – Submitting the Completed Questionnaire
Section 9 is the final section for the Life Resource Planning Survey Questionnaire. Even though
it pertains to potential eligibility for veterans benefits, the person filling out the questionnaire
must still open up this section and complete it. If veterans benefits are involved, the check boxes
are answered appropriately. If veterans benefits are not involved, appropriate boxes are left
checked or unchecked. This is the end of the questionnaire and a “Submit Questionnaire” button
is found at the bottom of this page which the client should click on. We need to note that if the
questionnaire is not completed and not submitted, the portion that was completed is still retained
in the planner’s database and is still available to the planner even though it is incomplete.
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Verification Notices
On this page are the various notices that
the Life Resource Planner receives in his
or her email notifying the planner that
certain actions have been taken. The one
on the right is received when the email
invitation is sent under Option #1.
The second image on this page comes up
on the browser of the client after he or she
has submitted the online questionnaire.
The third image on this page is a
verification email sent to the planner when the client has actually submitted the questionnaire.
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Generating the Online Survey Report – Opening the Questionnaire Database
You will note from the previous page that when a survey questionnaire has been completed, that
completed questionnaire is inserted into the database of the Life Resource Planner that is
contained on the planner’s home page or landing page.
The database is accessed by clicking on the oblong button
on the landing page entitled “Open Questionnaire
Database.”
This opens the database below which can contain up to 30 questionnaires. When it starts to fill
up, the database will prompt to remove older questionnaires. The particular client is identified
and the questionnaire is opened by clicking on the link in the column “Open Quest” which has
the same title “Open Quest” in the row belonging to the particular client “Submitter Name.”
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Printing the Life Resource Survey Report
This is the planner’s version of the questionnaire which is is an exact duplicate of the client
submitter’s questionnaire. The planner can go through this questionnaire and verify all of the
information that has been submitted. If anything is missing or seems awry, the planner can call
the submitter to correct any information on this version of the questionnaire before it is used to
generate the survey report. Once the planner has determined that the questionnaire has been
completed properly, the planner will then generate the survey report. The report is automatically
generated through online programming by simply clicking on the button “Generate Survey.”
The online programming determines from the information submitted in the questionnaire what
the recommendations in the report should be. It’s that simple. If the planner has Adobe Acrobat
on his or her computer, the report will open up in Acrobat on the planner’s computer. Otherwise,
it will open up as a PDF document in the planner’s browser. This can be downloaded or saved as
a PDF file on the planner’s computer.
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Presenting the Life Resource Planning Survey Reports
Description of the Life Resource Planning Survey Reports
Our Life Resource Planning System produces two different reports. The first report is called a
“Life Resource Survey.” The second report is called a “Retirement Planning Survey.” We will
discuss here how to present a Life Resource Survey. You will find the instructions for
presenting a Retirement Planning Survey on your life Resource Planning Landing. Working
with aging seniors allows you to plan with their children or supporters as well.
REMEMBER, THE LIFE RESOURCE PLANNING SURVEY ADDRESSES THE NEEDS OF AGING SENIORS, BUT
YOU ARE ALMOST ALWAYS DEALING WITH THE CHILDREN OR OTHER SUPPORTERS OF THOSE AGING
SENIORS AS YOUR CLIENTS. OUR SYSTEM ALSO ALLOWS YOU TO PLAN FOR THEM AS WELL BY DOING
A RETIREMENT PLANNING SURVEY. IT IS A 2-FOR-1 PLANNING OPPORTUNITY GENERATED BY 1 LEAD

The most important thing to keep in mind when you present either of these two survey reports is
to avoid a sales approach. You must constantly keep in mind when you are doing the planning
that you are not a salesman but you are a planner who is providing solutions. In the presentation,
you should not bring up specific products that you offer, nor must you hammer away at your
clients if they don’t agree with your assessment of their problems and your potential solutions.
In other words if your solutions include your products and services – even though you don’t
mention them – please don’t try and force them into a decision that you think they should make
to buy what you offer. Instead, give them enough information and give them good reasons why
they should adopt your solutions. Don’t use strong-arm closing strategies to make them do it.
If you are firmly convinced that they need a solution that uses your products and services, then
you should have such convincing evidence and such a convincing knowledge of the subject that
the only argument they can give you is it doesn’t “feel right.” In other words, even though it
makes sense, as we all know, some people will simply not commit. What this means is you must
be the consummate expert in this area and leave them with such an overriding impression of your
knowledge that they will eventually adopt your way of doing it if it is right for them.
Below are the steps that you should take to prepare for the presentation of the survey and to
make the presentation meaningful to your clients and productive for you.
Use a Professional-Looking Binder or Cover with Abundant Learning Support Materials
Preparing your Life Resource Survey in a professional manner with supporting learning resource
documents in a binder or in a professional looking cover will greatly enhance your relationship
with your planning clients. We call these supporting documents “learning pieces.”
Most of our new Life Resource Planners ask the question, "Why should there be so much?"
Meaning, why should there be over 65 pages of planning pages and learning pieces in one option
or 210 pages inserted into a three ring binder in another option? Would it not be much better to
provide less information and not overwhelm the client? Besides, the client will never read or
even understand all of this material.
Our purpose is deliberate. We have learned it over many years doing this kind of planning.
None of the learning piece material we provide is irrelevant, and if the client or more likely the
client's children really wanted to read it all – which many actually do – it provides valuable
information. But that is not our only purpose. We want the client to believe that we have
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devoted a great amount of time and effort into producing this planning survey report with its
learning pieces and that it is unique to our client. This is basic psychology. The more valuable it
looks to the client, the more likely a client will develop trust in you. And this trust carries over
to the recommendations that you make. The more impressed the client is, the more likely he or
she will implement your recommendations.
After having done a few plans, most of our planners are surprised that their clients treat the
planning report as a valuable possession and will share it with other members of the family to
proudly show what they have accomplished.
The first option below would be the least expensive for you to put together in a presentation
report. A presentation cover that has a three hole retainer in it and separation tabs for the three
separate sections of your report might cost around $3.00 to $5.00. The printed materials
comprise approximately 65 pages. Five or six of the pages require color printing, but the
remainder are black and white reproductions. Printing or copying the printed materials might
cost you an additional $5.00 to $6.00. You need to charge a planning fee for your clients clients
to reimburse you for your time and your materials to present the report. Perhaps $100.00 or
$150.00. Obviously your time is worth more, but by charging, you avoid creating suspicion in
their minds that you have ulterior motives . You are obviously incurring some costs and they
will quietly question to themselves why you are doing it without pay. More details on how to
assemble this material are found on the home page of the Life Resource Planning System.

This second option below represents more cost for your survey presentation, but also represents a
more thorough report and provides a greater impression on your clients. The binder and tabs
might cost you about $8.00 to $10.00 and the printing costs for approximately 210 pages of
presentation documentation might be an additional $14.00 to $16.00.

Make Sure You Have the Knowledge to Discuss the Issues Addressed in the Report
One sure way to impress your planning clients is to have a thorough knowledge of the
recommendations in the survey report. The reason you are doing this planning for them is that
they don’t have the knowledge or background they need to solve their own challenges. In fact,
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the sort of knowledge that you will convey is not generally possessed by any one person in the
community. The Life Resource Planning process is a unique approach involving a number of
specialists and advisers to solve the challenges faced by aging seniors.
The whole purpose behind Life Resource Planning is to provide this unique approach to solving
aging senior issues. Eldercare advice and senior services are fragmented through different
practitioners in the community. You are providing a one-stop source of information and advice.
We have already given you the material on the flash drive to gain the necessary knowledge.
Before you make the presentation you can also absorb the pertinent information in the learning
pieces that we provide you and that you will give to the client. Or you can become “Certified in
Life Resource Planning” by taking the time and effort to earn the CLRP™ designation.
If you have the proper knowledge, your clients will be impressed and they will likely follow your
advice. If you appear not to have the proper knowledge, just the opposite will occur. They will
not see you as credible and they will likely not follow your lead. The two learning pieces
entitled “How to Deal with 21 Critical Issues Facing Aging Seniors (PDF) – 310 pages” and
“Understanding the Fundamentals of Life Resource Planning (PDF) – 176 pages” will give you a
pretty good background in understanding the issues addressed and the recommendations made by
the planning process. Of course, the CLRP designation will give you much more background
knowledge. Having the designation and belonging to the Society for Life Resource Planning
will also increase your credibility and the respect that your clients give you.
Put on Your Planning Hat and Be Objective
As we have mentioned many times before, don’t talk about products or services that you provide.
Avoid a sales approach altogether. Give your clients an objective assessment of where they
stand. Impress them with your knowledge of the various issues. Help them to understand the
challenges they are facing.
By taking a solution-based, planning approach instead of a product or service oriented approach,
you will gain your clients’ respect, you will develop a rapport with them and they will trust you.
Then when you want to talk about products and services after the planning phase is completed,
they will listen to you.
Point out That the Recommendations and Strategies Are Grouped into Similar Categories
A typical survey report might include 10 to 16 different recommendations and strategies for
discussion. This is certainly an overwhelming number to handle and could be confusing to your
clients. We want to point out that these recommendations and strategies are really parts of
certain key categories. There are only 5 of these key categories. You want to point this out to
your clients as well. By doing it this way, you can concentrate on fewer issues that need to be
addressed in each category and leave some of the other issues for a later time. We discuss below
creating a checklist to address the most important issues. This is also an important strategy for
getting them to implement your solutions. Here are the five key categories.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

family decisions relating to the need for long-term care
legal arrangements and decisions relating to end-of-life
family decisions related to preservation of assets and the need for Medicaid
family decisions related to financial issues
potential veterans benefits to increase income
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The Learning Piece – “The Family Care Plan and Caregiving Agreement”
Most of the aging senior clients for whom you will be producing reports will have a need for
long term care services or as it’s commonly called, eldercare. In many cases, children or other
family members of aging seniors have conflicting ideas on how to take care of their loved ones.
With this planning approach, you are primarily dealing with children of the aging seniors or with
younger family members or with other supporters such as relatives. This particular learning
piece is extremely valuable in helping children or other family members get together and
determine together how they will handle decisions relating to eldercare for their loved ones.
Sometimes, family members are in dispute over caregiving as well as experiencing jealousies
against caregivers or family representatives who are receiving mom or dad’s income or have
access to assets. These disputes can also develop after the death of a loved one due to
perceptions that one of the children was favored or took advantage of the inheritance. This
learning piece also addresses this issue of potential disputes and provides valuable advice to
facilitate a family caregiving agreement.
Please understand this piece thoroughly so that you can describe it to your clients. Stress the
importance of family cooperation if there is a misunderstanding, conflicting attitudes or dispute
over caregiving issues. In our experience, those families who need this sort of guidance have
been extremely grateful for this learning piece and how it helped them to solve their challenges.
The Learning Piece – “Government Solutions for Eldercare”
In order to save you money in putting together a report presentation, we provide you this
condensed document that is an excerpt from the larger document titled “Understanding the
Fundamentals of Life Resource Planning” that we discuss below. Ideally you should put
together a presentation with the larger learning piece and not use this condensed version.
However, we give you this option if you strongly feel that you do not want to spend the money
on a larger and more comprehensive report binder.
The Learning Piece – “Understanding the Fundamentals of Life Resource Planning”
This learning piece was written exclusively for incorporation into a planning survey presentation.
It covers in great detail all of the issues facing aging seniors as well as addressing the various
community resources that are available to address these issues. You should definitely thumb
through this with your clients and show them how valuable this piece is to them.
We have found over the years that those clients who read this material are extremely impressed
with it and offer their gratitude for the resources we have provided them. Make sure your clients
understand that this is a very valuable learning piece and that they can go to if they have any
questions or need direction. Even though this material is dated, it is still very relevant today.
Allow Your Clients to Prioritize the Various Recommendations and Strategies
We also employ a unique approach to making the recommended solutions. It is our experience
that most planners not using our particular way of doing things, merely summarize their
recommendations or strategies on a single page or two in the form of an outline or a checklist.
Our approach is different and creates better outcomes. A typical life resource questionnaire
might result in 10 to 16 recommendations or strategies. The recommendations are also presented
as paragraphs that not only provide a possible course of action but also include a brief education
on why they should take that course of action. Please understand the survey report only makes
recommendations that are a result of the questionnaire and apply to the client in some way.
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This recommendation solution strategy is also basic psychology. By giving them a large
number of choices, they can pick out those ones they feel are important. The objective here is
to impress upon your clients that given a list of various choices, they must make some
decision as to which of those choices they should take. It forces them to make decisions as
they know they cannot reject everything you give them. Making the decisions themselves
enlists them as part of the process. Our method allows them to buy into the planning process,
leading to your making sales of services and products without the need for closing.
You don’t have to make buying decisions for them or use manipulative closing techniques to
persuade them to buy. This strategy effectively makes them willing participants in the
planning process and creates more trust in your recommendations. Instead of your dictating
to them, they are cooperating in the outcome. The end result of this approach is that they
will almost always follow a certain number of the presentation recommendations and feel
good about it. In addition, because of these strong feelings of having done the right thing,
they will also purchase your products and services.
Our particular method for getting cooperation from planning clients does away with the need
for “closing” them to make a decision. Once they have agreed to act on a number of the
recommended solutions, they have now become willing clients and will cooperate with you
for future interaction. In addition, if there is a need for your products or services they have
now tacitly agreed to buy them. Once they have decided the priority of the
recommendations, you will make a checklist for them and follow up to make sure that
everything has been implemented.

Completing the Life Resource Planning Process and Making Sales
Make Appointments with the Appropriate Providers or Advisers
One advantage to your taking a comprehensive planning approach to help aging seniors with the
challenges they are facing is that you can provide a one-stop shopping service for all of the
solutions that they need to solve their problems. To provide this service, you need to have a
network of senior service providers and advisers in your local community who can step in and
provide the appropriate services or advice. Obviously, this network will be your collaborative
marketing group or your Local Planning Council. If you are just starting out, maintain an
informal network of advisers and providers for setting up appointments until you are sure that the
advisers and providers you are using will be reliable members of your group. The business you
send them will either be highly appreciated and these people will want to join your marketing
alliance or they will not appreciate what you do for them and obviously you don’t want to be
involved with them on a more formal basis.
We suggest that you actually make the appointment with the appropriate practitioner after you
have finished up with the planning but before you launch into selling your products and services.
Set up a time for the family member and the provider to meet. If arrangements cannot be made
at that time get appropriate dates and times from your client and set up an appointment later.
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You might argue it is easier for you to simply to provide the referral and the contact information
for the allied provider. There is a reason for being proactive. If you can get appointments with
members of your network that result in new business for these members, these practitioners will
reciprocate by supporting the promotial activities to create new planning leads.
Take off Your Planning Hat and Put on Your Sales Hat for Providing Your Solutions
If certain products or services are to be recommended to your client by you, you should make
this a separate process from the planning activities and presentation. This is necessary in order
to avoid a conflict of interest especially in those instances where you are selling insurance
products or investment products to your client as part of the solution to the planning process.
You should not make any insurance or investment sales a part of the actual planning process,
because in these cases you may be violating federal or state ethics law. Besides, by taking this
approach, you are demonstrating your professionalism and ethical behavior to your clients and
they will have that much more respect for you. If you are not already doing this, you will be
surprised at how impressed they are by admitting that you are also a salesperson.
You could accomplish the selling right after the same session in which you present the survey
report as long as you make it clear to your client that you are no longer doing the planning and
you are wearing a different practitioner “hat.” In order to identify that you are wearing a
different hat, we recommend that you provide full disclosure as to what you are doing with the
product or service recommendations. This means revealing that fees or commissions may be
involved, that they do not have to buy these products or services from you and that they have
every right to engage someone else for these products or services.
You will also emphasize that the receipt of fees or commissions is not the important issue and
the size of your renumeration is irrelevant to making sure your client is satisfied. You will also
mention that no matter whom they might use, those same commissions or fees will be involved,
and you will be able to get the same products or services for them regardless of where they go
for those other products or services. It will probably surprise you that with this honest and
upfront approach, virtually none of your clients will go to anyone else for products or services.
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